October 2011
Dear Friends,
I want two things:
I want you to experience Jesus more deeply and more profoundly than you ever
have in your life. I want you to know him as he is.
I want to join together in a revolution, bringing Jesus – this Jesus – to as many
people as we possibly can.
That’s it.
I mean, I could try and motivate you with this or that story, this or that urgent plea, but
why not simply shoot straight? The world is going to hell on a greased pole, the church is
playing at churchy things, and meanwhile, we are the friends of Jesus. Let’s sneak in the
back door with a revolution.
I wish this letter had a soundtrack. Because Beautiful Outlaw is finally here!
In fact, “Finally” is what Jesus said to me, in January, as I was praying about this
beautiful book. I was asking Jesus for “advance words,” words to guide me through the
writing and through the launch of this fantastic message. I expected to hear things like, “I
am with you,” or, “Lift up my holy name,” that sort of thing. Instead, Jesus says, “Finally.”
It cracks me up. I love his sense of humor. There was also a gentle rebuke in the word,
because this should have happened a long time ago.
But now it is here.
And now…
You can experience Jesus more deeply, more profoundly than you ever have in
your life. You can know him as he is.
We can join together in a revolution, bringing Jesus – this Jesus – to as many
people as we possibly can.
This isn’t going to be easy. We are pressing into religious strongholds held by the evil
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one for centuries. But we can do this, together, with Jesus. And what else is worth a life’s
passion?
Let me tell you what you can do to join in:
'ET Beautiful Outlaw. Drink deeply from it. You’re going to love it.
3END YOUR FRIENDS THE LINK TO THE hTRAILERv 4ELL EVERYONE YOU KNOW 0OST IT ON YOUR
Facebook page. You can find it at www.beautifuloutlaw.net.
'ATHER AROUND THIS *ESUS 7E CREATED EIGHTEEN SHORT VIDEOS IN THE STYLE OF THE
TRAILER TO GO WITH EACH CHAPTER IN THE BOOK 7ERE OFFERING THESE VIDEOS &2%% TO
YOU FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR SO THAT YOU CAN USE THEM IN YOUR HOME GROUPS 3UNDAY
school classes, wherever. They are also available at www.beautifuloutlaw.net.
You can also gather over the Outlawcast, a live simulcast offered free over the
INTERNET ON .OVEMBER  /R AT ONE OF OUR "EAUTIFUL /UTLAW 4OUR CITIES !TLANTA
/CT  /RANGE #OUNTY /CT  3EATTLE /CT  AND $ALLAS /CT  
0RAY 2EALLY ) MEAN IT 4HIS REVOLUTION WILL ONLY COME BY PRAYER 0RAY FOR US 4HE
opposition has been intense. Pray for this to break out like a wildfire! Pray the
VERSE *ESUS SPOKE OVER /UTLAW )SAIAH  h&OR THE DAY OF VENGEANCE WAS IN MY
heart, and the year of my redemption has come.”
I wish this letter had a soundtrack. I wish I could launch fireworks and a canon salute.
)M SIMPLY GOING TO TRUST 'OD TO BRING TO YOU JUST HOW HUGE THIS IS )TS HUGE
#OME AND JOIN US
#OME lND *ESUS DEEPLY
#OME LETS BRING HIM TO AS MANY PEOPLE AS WE CAN
What better thing could we possibly do?
For Jesus,

John

